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Specialised English language, 
communication and intercultural 
training and coaching for 
academics and administrators

English
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Purposes

Academic 
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International 
Communication



Academic English Skills
English is more than the language of business: it is the 
language of academics and of international exchanges.
As an indirect result of the Bologna Process to ensure comparability in 
the standards and quality of higher education qualifications, English is 
fast becoming the core language of international academia. Appropriate 
English language skills are now of key importance, both for academics 
and support staff. 
At Tertiary Training Services©, we have developed a range of skills 
development programmes to help you successfully develop your career 
across borders or implement your institution’s internationalisation 
strategy.
Our products are modular and can be taken individually or as part of a 
complete programme in Academic English Skills.
Modules include writing research in English for 
eventual publication, delivering lectures and 
presentations in English, understanding the issues 
involved in using English as the medium of instruction 
for a course, and developing strategies and techniques 
that address these issues.
“After a challenging start I am delighted that my 
research write up in English has finally been accepted”.

Academic Writing in English
A course tailored to either undergraduate or postgraduate students, 
or academics, in academic writing in English, covering all key areas 
of language and style, including effective paragraphing, grammar and 
syntax, models of argument and quoting and paraphrasing.

English for Academic Purposes
A course focusing on the grammar, lexis, style and skills of English 
language in an academic context. The course covers all the main areas 
of language use, including academic writing, listening to lectures, 
participating in seminars, making presentations and advanced reading 
techniques.



English as a Medium of Instruction
At the end of this course, participants will have a better understanding of 
how to structure and deliver lectures, seminars and tutorials in English, 
how to communicate effectively in English with students and use English 
in a range of university contexts.
This course can can be combined very successfully using two trainers 
by adding an academic skills course such as the English for Academic 
Purposes course above.

Writing up Research in Academic 
English: Coaching for Academic Writing
This is a unique offering in university training: a specialised course 
in academic English, style and writing combined with the benefits of 
group coaching, developed by an experienced international trainer who 
is qualified to Master’s degree level in education with a certificate in 
English teaching and accredited as a level 7 coach by the ILM (Institute of 
Leadership and Management).

Lecturing in English
Training for university lecturers, whether experienced 
or seeking to develop their skills, in English language 
and associated communicative techniques for effec-
tive lecturing.

About us
Tertiary Training Services is a partnership between two established 
businesses in the field of English as a foreign language (EFL). Ben 
Dobbs of Benjamin Dobbs Communications and Pete Sharma and Kevin 
Westbrook at Pete Sharma Associates Ltd., have over 60 years of 
international experience between them.
See separate brochures or our web site (www.tertiary-training.com) for 
more information about our courses.
Our programmes are modular and so can be adapted to different 
timescales and modes of delivery. By providing blended learning 
versions of our courses, for example, we can take account of the 
professional development requirements in different countries in a cost-
effective manner.
We can also offer you post-course support, access to our virtual 
learning environment and consultancy on all matters relating to English 
in universities and the use of technology to enhance learning. We 
can be contacted via the details on our web site or at info@tertiary-
training.com. We look forward to hearing from you!
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Tertiary Training Services is a partnership between Benjamin 
Dobbs Communications and Pete Sharma Associates Ltd. 
(incorporated in England and Wales - number 6711057)

info@tertiary-training.com
www.tertiary-training.com


